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In this review essay, Duncan Jamieson 
looks at a forgotten chapter in the histo-
ry of women’s sport, cycling. 
 He traces the history of the bicycle 
back to the 1815 eruption of Mount 
Tambora on the island of Sumbawa in 
present-day Indonesia, which was one 
of the most powerful in recorded histo-
ry, resulting in a global ash cloud which, 
among other things, affected the number 
of horses available the following years 
and led to the invention of the primitive 
bicycle known as the hobby horse. The 
history of the bicycle as we know it to-
day had commenced.
 When, in the 1870s, the high wheel, 
or ordinary bicycle appeared, women 
were eager to take advantage of this 
new, alternative means of mobility, in 
spite of the rather ineffective clothing 
for women dictated by fashion and pro-

priety. Races for women became popu-
lar, and more so with the arrival of the 
safety bicycle, with two equally sized 
wheels.
 The basis for the essay is two new 
books about women and cycling in the 
last decades of the 19th century.
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Throughout recorded history, humans have engaged in races, either on 
foot, on the backs of various animals, or by some type of wheeled 
conveyance. The history of the bicycle and its forebears is one aspect 

of this interest in speed, and while too long ignored, women as well as men 
were at the center of events. First, however, there needs to be a brief history 
of the bicycle and its ancestors. 
 When Mount Tambora in present day Indonesia erupted in 1815, it put an 
ash cloud in the upper atmosphere disrupting agriculture around the world. 
Not only did people go hungry, the shortage of oats reduced the number of 
horses. As a result, in 1817 Karl Von Drais invented a primitive machine 
with two equal sized wheels connected by a frame on which he mounted 
a seat for the rider, who propelled the machine by pushing his feet along 
the ground. Known as a Draisene or Hobby Horse, it attracted a limited 
following. In the 1860s the French velocipede added cranks and pedals at-
tached to the front wheel for propulsion, but the heavy iron frame and its 
lack of gearing limited speed. Its uncomfortable ride earned it the sobriquet 
“boneshaker.” In the 1870s the high wheel, or ordinary, the first machine to 
be called a bicycle, appeared. The larger the front wheel, the further the ma-
chine traveled with each revolution of the pedals, thus increasing its speed. 
The rider’s height determined the diameter of the wheel, an average being 
fifty inches (the rear wheel was approximately twelve inches). With the sad-
dle directly over the front, driving wheel, any impediment in its path could 
catapult the rider over the handlebars, taking what was known as a header. 

The first women’s cycle race in Parc Bordelais, Bordeaux, in Le Monde
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Thomas Stevens who became the first person to ride a bicycle across North 
America and then the rest of the way around the world learned to ride a fif-
ty-inch-high wheel in San Francisco, suffering some one hundred headers 
in the process. However dangerous this sounds to those of us accustomed to 
riding on hard paved roads, the sandy tracks of the nineteenth century did 
not present the same danger. In “Taming the Bicycle,” American humorist 
and accomplished cyclist, Mark Twain, presented a hilarious description of 
learning to ride a high wheel.
 Nineteenth century fashion and modesty dictated that women wear 
heavy, bulky and voluminous dresses that swept the ground. Encased in cor-
sets so tight they restricted breathing, making any form of exercise difficult, 
some women still managed to ride, first velocipedes and then ordinaries, in 
a modified costume made famous by Amelia Bloomer. A widely available 
lithograph of women racing velocipedes in Bordeaux, France, published in 
Le Monde Illustre (November 21, 1868), shows four determined looking 
women streak past some three thousand spectators lining both sides of the 
course. What makes this most interesting is the reprint in Harper’s Weekly 
(December 19, 1868): though the women raced with bare legs, Harper’s 
saw the need to cover them! (Hall, p. 11). As these two illustrations indicate, 
a major issue for Americans seemed to be the propriety of women’s dress. 
Further, unlike tennis or croquet, cycle racing was seen as neither genteel 
nor ladylike. 

The first women’s cycle race in Parc Bordelais, Bordeaux, In Harper’s Weekly
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 The popular belief held that women, especially white, middle class Vic-
torian women, were delicate flowers, pale and wan, subject to fainting spells 
and in constant need of support from men. The fair and gentle sex was to 
defer to the lords of creation in all aspects of life. However widespread this 
belief may have been during the Victorian Era and through the twentieth 
century, M. Ann Hall, professor emerita in the Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport 
and Recreation at the University of Alberta, Canada, and Roger Gilles, Writ-
ing Professor at Grand Valley State University, Michigan, United States, 
have thoroughly put it to rest.
 Even among cycle historians, myself included, the general belief has 
been that women, bicycles and racing did not belong in the same sentence 
until, at the earliest, the middle of the twentieth century. In Hearts of Lions: 
The history of American cycle racing (New York: W. W. Norton, 
1988), prize winning bicycle racer and sports journalist Peter Nye wrote 
“bicycle racing was principally a man’s sport.” While he acknowledges 
that women rode bicycles during the 1890s “bicycle craze,” there is no 
mention of rac-ing. In fact, it is not until Chapter 10, beginning on page 
186, that Nye in-troduces the first woman racer, “Nancy Neiman Baranet, 
America’s pioneer stage racer in Europe.” Despite this common belief, a 
significant number of young, athletically inclined, adventuresome women 
raced both ordinaries and safeties against each other, against horses, and 
against men. Frequently they beat not only the horses but some of the best 
male racers. Those women who did take to cycling when it first appeared 
in the last decades of the nine-teenth century found themselves “subject to 
sharp criticism from newspaper editorials and the pulpit” (Nye, 186). While 
women did ride, until now there has been little done on their racing 
activities. These books by Hall and Gilles are welcome additions to the 
growing literature of the wheel.

The bicycle world of Louise Armaindo

To me, the thought of riding a high wheel bicycle is frightening 
enough, but the idea of riding one in a tight pack on a very short, 
banked wooden track is beyond my comprehension. Yet, contrary to both 
popular opinion and much scholarly research, this is exactly what women 
did from 1879 to 1892. Finally the best of them, Louise Armaindo, is no 
longer a forgotten woman, yet one whose personal life remains shrouded 
in mystery. In 1922, a sportswriter declared her the greatest female athlete, 
two decades after her death which had gone unnoticed by the sporting 
world, the press and nearly 
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everyone else. Despite all the research 
tools available today, even her exact 
age is questionable. Hall has proved 
she was French Canadian, likely born 
to Charles Brisbois and Helene Brunet, 
a circus performer and strongwoman 
(weightlifter) in Ste-Anne-de-Belle-
vue, Quebec, in 1857, though Louise 
claimed her birth year as 1860 and 
birthplace as Montreal. Her parents 
named her Marie Louise Brisbois, and 
she followed in her mother’s footsteps, 
becoming a strongwoman, trapeze art-
ist and circus performer, then taking 
her own course as a pedestrienne and 
finally a bicyclienne.
 Though a Canadian, she performed 
mostly in the United States where in 
Chicago in 1879 she discovered pedes-
trianism and determined it was easier 
and more profitable than circus perfor-
mance. Billed as six-day races, after a 
model created in Great Britain to satis-
fy the public’s growing interest in endurance contests, men and or women 
walked on a track Monday through Saturday, acknowledging Sunday as a 
day of worship and rest. The individual competitor did not walk continuous-
ly for one-hundred-forty-four hours; rather either everyone walked for set 
times during the day and night or the race was a “go as you please,” where 
contestants determined their personal schedule. In her first race Louise came 
in third behind Bertha von Hillern and Mary Marshall, two leading pedestri-
ennes. Always one to exaggerate her accomplishments she claimed to have 
raced in Canada for two years and held the title of Canadian champion pe-
destrienne. These were grueling events under the best of circumstances; for 
example, von Hillern once walked one hundred miles in twenty-eight hours. 
This, along with the gambling associated with races, led many cities to ban 
them as cruel and dangerous. Still, Louise made her mark, racing against 
women and sometimes men, where she was given a handicap. These races 
were normally staged on very short wooden tracks, averaging more than 
twenty laps to a mile.

M. Ann Hall
Muscle on Wheels: 

Louise Armaindo and the 
High-Wheel Racers of 

Nineteenth-Century America
237 pages, hardcover, ill.

Montreal, QC: McGill-Queen’s 
University Press 2018
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 Just as Louise entered the fray, 
pedestrianism began to give way 
to high wheel bicycle racing, 
where again Louise made her 
mark as a leading competitor. 
The women’s races drew larg-
er and more vociferous crowds 
due to their organization. Work-
ing in pairs, one contestant rid-
ing while the other ate or slept, 
the racing was continuous but 
not necessarily exciting. Un-
less there was some immediate 
prize much of the time the riders 
just lazed around the track. The 
women raced three hours in the 
afternoon and then two hours 
in the evening, with the need to 
win as many stages as possible. 
Louise is not the only woman 
Hall follows. In San Francisco 
on November 29, 1879, eight-
een-year old Lizzie Bayner com-
peted against two other women 
in a two hour preliminary high 
wheel bicycle race before the 
main event, a three-day men’s 
race. Fifteen hundred spectators 

watched her win, and though no prize was awarded fans presented her with 
a gold medal announcing her the “champion lady bicycle rider of Califor-
nia.” The following spring, with an agent, she competed in Nevada in a 
mixed bicycle pedestrian race before the main event, a six-day bicycle race. 
Fifteen hundred spectators saw her win on a track less than one hundred 
fifty feet in circumference. In the hundred mile race the pedestrians were 
given a forty-mile handicap. Lizzie beat the fastest walker by covering the 
hundred miles in ten hours, twenty-five minutes. Even today, one hundred 
miles in ten hours twenty-five minutes on a multi-speed modern safety with 
high pressure tires is quite an accomplishment. Given the size of the track 
the cyclists were almost constantly turning, difficult to do on an ordinary 

A rare photo of Louise Armaindo 
taken by the photographer John 
Wood of 208 Bowery, New York 

City, c. 1883 (Ann Hall’s collection)
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where the turning wheel also propelled the bicycle. Five years after Lizzie 
Bayner’s first ordinary race Louise started riding, and in one race she com-
pleted one thousand miles in six days. In what would have been a high com-
pliment at the time someone reported she rode “like a man!” As her fame 
spread and she had beaten all the women who competed, she began racing, 
and beating, men.
 The popularity of the high wheel bicycle was short lived as the dwarf 
safety, with similar sized wheels and a rear wheel chain drive, appeared in 
the late 1880s. In her last known high wheel race, in Chicago, 1892, Louise 
came in fourth. By this time most men and women had abandoned the high 
wheel in favor of the safety, but Louise never made the shift, her career over. 
One of the safety competitors, Tillie Anderson, was known as “the second 
Louise Armaindo.” 
 Hall includes as much personal information on Louise as possible, in-
cluding two appendices where she details her search into who Louise was. 
Her athletic career began in 1871 and she traveled constantly until it ended 
in 1893. Though most of her racing took place in the Great Lakes region, 
she traveled from Atlantic to Pacific and from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of 
Mexico. In 1888 she married Norman Stewart, though it appears they had 
separated a decade later. Louise died, unknown to most, on September 2, 
1900 and was buried in Montreal.
 More than a biography of a fascinating bicycle racing pioneer, Muscle 
on Wheels treats a wide variety of characters, men and women, mostly un-
known today. Louise is joined by Bertha von Hillern, Mary Marshall, Lizzie 
Bayner, May Allen (aka Louise McCurry), Elsa von Blumen, Helen Bald-
win, Kitty Brown, Lottie Stanley, Dottie Farnsworth, Jessie Woods, Frankie 
Nelson, Jessie Oakes and Lillian Williams, who make up an internation-
al supporting female cast. Tillie Anderson, who plays a significant role in 
Gilles’ book on safety racing, is also included. Many of these women made 
a successful transition from the ordinary to racing safeties. Hall does an 
excellent job correcting the oversights of authors focusing on cycle history. 
She also features prominent male racers, trainers and managers. Perhaps the 
best known and most successful figure is the trainer and manager of both 
women and men, Tom Eck. Well-known at the time and constantly sought 
after in the United States, Canada and Europe, Eck worked not only with 
cyclists but speed skaters, boxers, and track and marathon runners. Though 
he probably didn’t make much money from the adventure, in 1889 he took 
a number of women to England to demonstrate their athletic prowess on the 
high wheel, knowing the novelty would draw crowds. 
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 I am a very cautious cyclist—in several decades of riding as an adult I’ve 
only fallen three times, with only one semi-serious injury, a fractured pelvis 
which healed without surgery and which left me with no mobility issues. 
Hall demonstrates clearly and forcefully that during their careers the riders 
suffered frequent crashes and severe injuries. Generally, back on the track 
and racing in seconds, these women defied the Victorian restrictions placed 
on them by those who Sarah Grand named the “bawling brotherhood,” men 
who refused to acknowledge women’s demands for equality and respect. 

Women cycle racers –  
females first, then athletes

Even as the safety bicycle caught on and gained in popularity, a few riders 
like Louise Armaindo stayed with the ordinary and never made the shift. 
A new generation of young women took to the safety, amazing audiences 
by racing at speeds of twenty plus miles an hour. Between 1895 and 1902 
the women traveled around the Unit-
ed States following a regular circuit 
to participate in as many as possible 
of the hundreds of races held annually 
on small, hastily built, steeply banked 
oval tracks. 
 While the excitement, speed and 
danger were undoubtedly the prima-
ry draws for women and children, an 
additional allurement, at least for the 
male spectators, was sexuality. These 
young women clearly threatened Vic-
torian sensibilities with both their ath-
leticism and their form fitting outfits. 
While they exposed very little skin, 
the clothing did highlight the wom-
en’s shapes, thus creating a titillating 
environment. Their brightly colored 
sexually suggestive clothing went far 
beyond the rational dress worn by rec-
reational riders. Further, rather than fit-
ting the Victorian image of frail, weak 

Roger Gilles
Women on the Move: 
The Forgotten Era of 

Women’s Bicycle Racing
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women, the racers were 
highly skilled, professional 
athletes competing for seri-
ous prizes, making their own 
way outside the confines of 
the traditional roles of wife 
and mother. 
 Unfortunately, despite the 
popularity of the women’s 
events, the women’s race 
statistics were not as close-
ly monitored as those of the 
men, resulting in conflicting 
claims as to winners and los-
ers. This allowed multiple 
women to promote them-

selves as the fastest racer, or the one with the most wins. Not the fault of the 
race officials or promoters, this irregularity developed from the belief that 
women’s events did not deserve the same rigorous detail.
 Beyond the issue of sexuality, it was the excitement and danger that drew 
the spectators to the tracks whether well-to-do, middle class or poor. While 
not a question of blood lust, the crashes were inevitably exciting, and also 
all too often frequent as the women rode on these very short wooden, steeply 
banked oval tracks. For example, the tracks designed by the popular builder 
H. O. Messier ranged from seventeen to twenty laps a mile, which meant 
the track length varied between two hundred-sixty-four and three hun-
dred-twenty feet. While other builders’ tracks were somewhat banked on the 
curves, Messier’s tracks had banking all the way around, some as steep as 
forty-five degrees on the corners. To maintain their balance the riders had to 
hold a speed of at least seventeen miles an hour which gave them, according 
to spectators, the appearance of spiders or flies on a wall. As a result they 
rode specially designed bicycles with shorter wheel bases and higher crank 
hangers to keep their pedals from hitting the track. Spectators viewed riding 
these tracks as “akin to self-destruction.” (Gilles, 60).
 Gilles describes the wonderful cast of characters who participated in 
these bicycle races, which drew some of the largest crowds for sporting 
events of the time. He became interested in the subject when his wife, an au-
thor of children’s books, learned of Tillie “The Terrible Swede” Anderson. 
This discovery led him to dig into women’s bicycle racing, where he quickly 

Tillie “The Terrible Swede” Anderson
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learned the leading riders included Lizzie Glaw, Dottie Farnsworth, Lizette 
(Amelie La Gall), Helen Baldwin and May Allen. All well known to cycling 
fans of the time, this international set regularly appeared in the newspapers 
where racing took place.
 The gender disparity is a continuing theme in women’s racing. Some of 
the racers, like May Allen, married, adding to the confusion Victorian men 
felt. If they could accept the reality that these “flowers of fair womanhood” 
could be tough, athletic and ambitious, how could they also accept them as 
wives and mothers? To further exacerbate the situation is the reality that if 
married the racer likely earned significantly more than her spouse, thus fur-
ther threatening his masculinity. Tillie Anderson’s trainer, Phil Sjoberg, was 
assumed by most race fans to be her brother, when in fact they were engaged 
and later married. In her first year of racing, Tillie Anderson probably earned 
between five and six thousand dollars, several times the average salary of a 
working class or professional male.

Throughout the era of women’s cycle racing they were more likely treated 
as females first and then as athletes, a perspective that continues in Ameri-
can high school and collegiate sports. It’s women’s basketball and women’s 
soccer, but rarely does one hear ”men’s” before the sport being played. As 
Gilles writes, women cyclists’ “rivalries were chalked up less to competitive 
fire than to what men considered to be petty jealousy” (Gilles, 80). Another 
indication of gender inequality was the continuous focus on the women’s 
attire.
 In the late nineteenth century, many long-distance recreational cyclists 
wore dresses similar to what they would normally wear. Elizabeth Robins 

Three of the Big Five: Lizzie Glaw, Dottie Farnsworth, and Helen 
Baldwin Women on the Move / Alice Olson Roepke Collection
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Pennell rode high wheel tandem tricycles as well as tandem and single seat 
safeties through Great Britain and the European continent, never eschew-
ing traditional dress. Fanny Bullock Workman who rode safeties through 
Germany, Spain, Algeria and the Indian subcontinent also never rode in an-
ything other than a full-length dress. Margaret LeLong rode from Chicago 
to San Francisco in a bloomer costume and a full-length skirt which she 
never saw a need to remove. Conversely, Hattie Boyer McIlrath rode around 
the world in a rational dress cycling suit, like that worn by the high wheel 
racers. By the time of the safety, however, Helen Baldwin raced around Chi-
cago’s Second Regiment Armory in 1895 with her lower legs bare, similar 
to the French Velocipede racers twenty-five years earlier. 
 The high speeds on the short, narrow, oval wooden tracks resulted in 
multiple spectacular crashes. As newspaper accounts had it, the fallen riders 
jumped back on their mounts in seconds from situations that would have put 
mere mortals in the hospital in traction. Dottie Farnsworth, Lizette La Gall 
and Tillie Anderson circled a steeply banked track in a tight pack. When 
Dottie’s wheel slipped she fell and took out Lizette. Tillie managed to avoid 
the jumble but her momentum on the short track carried her around only 
to find spectators attempting to assist the fallen riders. While no one had 
any broken bones, each rider had several deep cuts which bled profusely. 
Despite the seriousness of their injuries, the women quickly found their way 
back to the track to continue the race. Lillian Williams raced in Chicago 
where a wooden bridge had been built over the track for access to the infield. 
The staircase from the infield to the bridge was only an inch from the track 
and when another racer turned the wrong way, at twenty miles an hour Lil-
lian ran into a support post. Pale and dazed, she got up and continued racing, 
but fell four more times before allowing herself to be helped off the track. 
Later her trainer said the cause of the multiple falls was a loose front wheel, 
but spectators thought she looked exhausted and dizzy. Dottie Farnsworth 
wore rings while racing, and while leading she took a hard fall, the rings 
lacerating her fingers. Rather than cry or quit, bleeding and undoubtedly in 
pain she continued racing at eighteen miles an hour for 319 laps. Her pluck 
impressed everyone in the arena. Yet the riders were women and even their 
wrecks were treated in a sexist fashion. When Lizette crashed as Tillie and 
Lizzie pocketed her, according to the news report she slid in a ladylike fash-
ion. As soon as she stopped she raised her hands above her head to make 
sure her hat was straight. Then, and only then, did she remount and continue 
racing.

*  *  *
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Together Hall and Gilles bring to life the women who rode high wheel and 
safety bicycles around very short wooden tracks at dizzying speeds. How-
ever the riders viewed themselves, to the press and public they were shapely 
and pretty young women first and athletes second. As such they represented 
an anomaly: rather than athletes competing in the grueling sport of bicy-
cle racing, they were first and foremost women. While bringing some two 
dozen forgotten individuals to life, these two monographs make clear these 
women represent a unique group in athletic history.


